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Communication technologies have signifcant social impacts, and it is important to consider how designers’ 
and developers’ values shape their design. Increasingly, these technologies are released as continually evolving 
platforms and services, so their development involves ongoing discussions and debates about unforeseen 
problems and future directions. However, there is a gap in research about how designers, developers, and other 
stakeholders engage with values during later stages of development. We investigate discussions about values 
in the context of open source software development, focusing on projects related to the Decentralized Web. We 
conducted a large-scale analysis of GitHub issues among diverse yet ideologically-related projects. We show 
that the percentage of discussions about values increases later in development, and we identify features and 
outcomes of conficts related to open source participants’ values. Finally, we propose suggestions to improve 
upon existing discussion practices by supporting common ground among collaborators with diverse goals, 
perspectives, and experiences. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Communication technologies have profound impacts on our lives, and so it is important to consider 
how they support or mitigate the achievement of values, such as commitments to human dignity, 
liberty, and inclusion. Further, it is increasingly important to attend to values across the life-cycles 
of digital technologies, since they are routinely released as continuously evolving services. In many 
cases, challenges toward maintaining values in online networking technologies can emerge or 
be exacerbated by circumstances and decisions long after a technology’s frst deployment. This 
challenge has long been a theme in values-oriented HCI research [e.g., 27, 29, 46, 65, 74], such as 
the recognition of “emergent bias” when designs are introduced to new contexts [29]. In spite of 
this, researchers have identifed that we know relatively little about how designers, developers, 
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and other stakeholders actually engage with values in later stages of design and development, such 
as software engineering [72], and maintenance and repair [37]. 
Based on these challenges, we argue that understanding how designers, developers, and other 

stakeholders engage with values in later stages of design is necessary for long-term maintenance of 
values in technology. To that end, this study investigates discussions about values in the context of 
open-source software development on GitHub. Open source development is a continuous process, 
with traces of discussions and development activity published openly. To highlight values, we focus 
on the Decentralized Web, composed of a variety of software and protocols for building alternatives 
to the current internet. Specifc goals vary across these projects, but they are generally unifed 
around a proposal to minimize concentrations of power by a small number of corporate platforms, 
and increase agency of individuals and smaller-scale collectives [30, 33]. The Decentralized Web 
has been proposed as an opportunity for developers to “bake our values into our code” [43], and in 
2021 the DWeb community (hosted by the Internet Archive) published a set of principles to guide 
the Decentralized Web’s development [67]. 
We investigated patterns of discussion about values in GitHub issues through RQ1: “When do 

discussions about values occur in GitHub issues?” We developed a vocabulary of terms related to the 
principles proposed by the Internet Archive’s DWeb community [67], using the Schwartz theory of 
basic human values [60] as a foundation. We used this dictionary to identify temporal patterns and 
other conditions of value-related discussions in GitHub issues for 51 Decentralized Web projects. 

Since GitHub issues are used to resolve problems and plan future directions, disagreements are 
common. Thus, we ask RQ2: “How do people experience disagreements in value-related discussions 
on GitHub?” We addressed RQ2 by interviewing 12 individuals who had posted or commented on 
value-related issues in our dataset. We investigated what kinds of outcomes participants in these 
discussions expect of them, and how various dimensions of confict [24] occurred in GitHub issues 
and related discussions. 

We then examined the consequences of these discussions through RQ3: “What are the outcomes 
of value-related conficts and current practices to address them?” We identifed both positive and 
negative consequences, such as extending participants’ understanding of ethical issues related to 
technological development, and how negative emotional experiences contribute to decreased or 
abandoned participation. 
Across these analyses, we describe how diverse project contributors discuss the DWeb’s foun-

dational values, and we develop insights to support productive and collegial discussions about 
values in future work. We use the term “diverse” with the same framing as DiSalvo to refer to 
“varied conditions and experiences” rather than to diferences in culture, race, gender, or other 
such classifcations [16, p. 21]. We consider those forms of diversity to be important, but they 
are not the focus of the present study. Specifcally, the contributors we studied have a variety of 
motivations, stakes, and roles in relation to DWeb technologies–e.g., paid employees, third-party 
developers, volunteers, end-users, etc.–which contributed to frequent disagreements and conficts 
in value-related discussions. 
We found that the proportion of discussions in GitHub issues that referenced values increased 

after the frst year of development, reinforcing the need to attend to values during later stages of 
design and development. We also found the proportion of value-related related comments was 
positively associated with the number of individuals contributing to a discussion, suggesting that 
there may be more discussion about values when a greater number of viewpoints is present among 
stakeholders. Our examination of conficts showed that value-related disagreements had particularly 
high stakes since they were routinely viewed as establishing precedent for future normative 
decisions. Additionally, process conficts were often exacerbated by mismatched expectations about 
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project goals and processes for addressing issues, which sometimes contributed to decisions to 
cease contributing to projects. 
This research makes the following main contributions. First, we demonstrate a large-scale 

analysis of value-related discussions among diverse yet ideologically related projects. This included 
extending upon prior work about detecting values [54] by tailoring a dictionary of value-related 
terms to the priorities and linguistic patterns of software contributors in a specifc context (projects 
associated with the decentralized Web). Second, we extend upon past CSCW scholarship about 
confict in open source development [23, 24] by identifying features and outcomes of conficts 
related to open source participants’ values. Through this research, we contribute to knowledge 
about a complex facet of online collaborative work: The relationship between confict and values. 
Based on our fndings, we identify opportunities to improve common ground among open source 
contributors with diferent motivations and backgrounds, which could contribute to more robust 
and productive dialogues about values during collaborative development work. 

2 BACKGROUND 

To situate the present study, we review related work about values in collaborative design and 
development, confict in open source communities, and the Decentralized Web. 

2.1 Values in collaborative design and development 
A signifcant body of scholarship has investigated ways in which values are implicated in design 
decisions [e.g., 27, 29, 65]. Research about values in the context of design focuses on supporting 
“human well-being, human dignity, justice, welfare, and human rights” [28, p. 1186]. Much of this 
research has described values as being instantiated in technological artifacts such that their central 
uses tend to support the realization of specifc values [6]. Values and design scholars have asserted 
that the realization of values is not deterministic, but achieved through interactions between a 
technology and its users (or other stakeholders) [28, 65]. This renders the work of incorporating 
values in design as contingent, since outcomes depend on the contexts in which technologies 
are encountered. Many approaches to values in design emphasize earlier stages of a technology, 
focusing on anticipating potential future impacts related to designers’ intended values [e.g., 7, 42, 63]. 
However, there is a need for more attention to later stages of technical work such as repair [37] and 
software engineering [72]. For example, Whittle [72] states that although values-oriented methods 
are well established in HCI and information systems research, “HCI and information systems do 
not deal with the business of actually building software, so although they could apply in the early 
stage of software engineering, they ofer little guidance as to how to handle values in the more 
technical stages of development” (p. 114). 
During these “more technical stages,” developers and other stakeholders navigate complex 

situations with no single, clear solution. To understand this, researchers increasingly interpret 
values as processes [37, 40, 64]. JafariNaimi et al. [40] asserted that designers do not apply pre-
defned values to these situations, but instead employ values as hypotheses, which leads to richer 
understandings of both the situations and the nature of values. Accordingly, values should not be 
considered to be determined in advance of the more technical stages of design, but rather to change 
and evolve through that work. For example, Iversen et al. [39] described how values emerge and 
are developed through collaboration in participatory design. They further point out that such fuid 
and dynamically changing values can lead to conficts among stakeholders in the design process. 

Thus, a signifcant aspect of engaging with values during design and development is addressing 
conficting views among diferent stakeholders. Researchers have investigated how deliberation 
and disagreements about values can be navigated and resolved [49, 63] and can be generative for 
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building consensus [10]. However, the process of resolving value conficts through collaboration is 
fragile, as its success depends on the willingness of stakeholders to participate in this process[39]. 

Based on this background, the present study adopts a process-oriented perspective to investigate 
how open source developers and other stakeholders navigate discussions and conficts about values 
over extended periods of development and maintenance. 

2.2 Conflict in open source communities 
Past work [1, 23, 24, 68] has distinguished between diferent forms of confict in open source 
development and their efects on outcomes such as project performance and identifcation as part of 
a team [24]: task confict, relationship confict, process confict, and normative confict. In this section, 
we briefy summarize the nature and efects of these types of confict. 

Task conficts are disagreements about what goals should be pursued, and what decisions should 
be made to do so [41]. In moderation, task confict can be productive since it can contribute to 
greater understanding about the work being done [68]. However, some studies have failed to 
identify signifcant associations between task confict and team performance [2, 15, 24], and others 
have observed that task conficts frequently evolve into or co-occur with other, more disruptive, 
types of conficts [14, 23]. 
Relationship conficts (i.e., afective conficts) involve interpersonal disagreements and their 

resulting emotional tensions [24]. Relationship conficts have been identifed with poor quality 
work and lower productivity in traditional organizations and among Wikipedia editors [2]. However, 
they were positively associated with team identifcation and perceptions of team performance in a 
study of open source developers, with a possible explanation being that relationship conficts may 
indicate higher levels of emotional involvement with a project or be indirect indicators of project 
activity [24]. 
Process conficts involve disagreements about how to perform a task, such as delegation of 

resources and duties [41]. Past work has struggled to assess the infuence of process confict on 
work outcomes, since it co-occurs with other confict-types such as task and relationship confict 
[23]. There is partial support for the hypothesis that process confict is negatively associated with 
project performance [24]. 

Normative confict involves disagreements about group values and expected behaviour (prescrip-
tive norms) and actual behaviours by group members (descriptive norms) [55]. They occur at a 
higher level of abstraction than other conficts in open source teams, since they involve “disagree-
ments about issues like project policies, governance structures, and project ideology” (p. 1400) [23, 
p. 1400]. Further, normative conficts have been identifed to have strong negative efects on open 
source contributors’ identifcation with their team and perceptions of team performance [24]. 
We examine conficts related to values in open source development. In practice, these diferent 

types of confict can overlap, and sometimes one type of confict evolves into or triggers others 
[2, 38]. Because we are particularly concerned with projects’ values, normative conficts are a major 
consideration for our analysis, and we expect to observe them co-existing with other confict types. 
We investigate how discussions and conficts about values in GitHub issues afect development 
processes and outcomes, focusing on projects related to the Decentralized Web. In the following 
section, we described the Decentralized Web and explain why it is a rich site for our analysis. 

2.3 Decentralized Web 

The Decentralized Web is an emerging set of protocols, software, and approaches for a new internet 
that moves away from centralized control by a small number of tech giants, and toward peer-to-
peer and community driven infrastructures. These goals are pursued through the development of 
technical, structural interventions, including Blockchain, ActivityPub, and a variety of other system 
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[3]. Projects in this area share general commitments to openness and decentralization, however 
they lack consensus on specifcs of what decentralization and openness entail [4, 59]. In fact, the 
indeterminancy of “decentralization” can serve a rhetorical purpose, inviting in “diverse participants 
and diverse rationales in complex, heterogeneous undertakings” and “obscuring the contradictions 
at play – at least temporarily” [59, p.11]. One of the hubs for shaping the Decentralized Web is the 
Internet Archive’s DWeb community, which hosts events for Decentralized Web developers and 
has published a set of principles that “defne the values of a decentralized web based on enabling 
agency of all people” and building “a more just and equitable world” [67]. 
There are many challenges for maintaining the values of the Decentralized Web. Raman et al. 

[56] identifed pressures from multiple levels toward recentralized network structures. Halpin 
[34] described that over a decade of eforts to build decentralized standards through the IETF and 
W3C failed to constrain centralization of the Internet by large corporations, due signifcantly to 
fragmentation and too much complexity among competing standards. Further, in their focus on 
technical implementations, makers of decentralized systems may fail to integrate their work into 
surrounding regulatory and economic systems or to ensure their designs are aligned with users’ 
actual needs [51]. Ultimately, Decentralized Web technologies constitute a productive context for 
our analysis because their construction is driven by values, shaped by a variety of stakeholders, 
unfolds over an extended period of time, and is largely open source. 

3 METHOD 

This study used a combination of methods. The frst stage of the study, described in Section 3.1 
consisted of defning a taxonomy of values related to the DWeb principles, collecting a dataset of 
issues from Decentralized Web projects, and identifying patterns of discussions related to value 
keywords. In the second stage, described in Section 3.2, individuals who participated in substantial 
value-related discussions were identifed, and then invited to participate in interviews about those 
discussions and, more generally, their experiences engaging with values in relation to these projects. 

3.1 GitHub issues analysis 
3.1.1 Defining a values dictionary. We developed a dictionary of keywords related to important 
values for the decentralized Web. We used a set of principles published by the Internet Archive’s 
DWeb community as a base [67]. It is important to acknowledge that not every Decentralized Web 
project adheres to these principles, nor is every contributor familiar with them. Nonetheless, they 
provide a foundation for framing the basic ethical commitments of these projects, and developers 
from several Decentralized Web projects have signed the principles to indicate support. 
To focus our analysis, we identifed the most salient values across the DWeb principles. Since 

they serve more as a guideline for practitioners than as a taxonomy for researchers, the principles 
themselves regularly reference the same values across multiple items. Thus, we used a secondary 
frame of reference to identify where distinct concepts occurred across multiple principles, and then 
generate a list of the most important values. We adopted the Schwartz theory of basic human values 
for this purpose [61]. Schwartz’ theory presents a taxonomy of 58 human values in 10 categories, 
as presented in Table 1. This structure of distinct values has been validated through research in 
82 countries with samples that are diverse in terms of geography, culture, language, religion, age, 
gender, and occupation [60]. Additionally, Schwartz’ framework has been widely adopted across 
many felds, including research about values in computer science and software engineering [e.g., 
22, 47, 54, 71, 73, 75]. Based on its thorough validation and adoption in related research, Schwartz’s 
theory provided a suitable foundation for our analysis. 

Two researchers separately coded each sentence from the DWeb principles to one or more values 
from the Schwartz theory of human values. Additionally, we assigned a polarity to each value 
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Table 1. Taxonomy of Schwartz’ Theory of Basic Human Values [61]. 
Note: Privacy is not part of Schwartz’s original taxonomy, but was included for itsrelevance in communication 
technologies and because it was included in past research using a similar method [53]. 

Category Values 

Self-direction Freedom, creativity, independence, choosing own goals, curiosity, self-respect, privacy.* 

Stimulation Excitement in life, a varied life, daring. 

Hedonism Pleasure, enjoying life. 

Achievement Ambitious, infuential, capable, successful, intelligent. 

Power Wealth, authority, preserving my public image, recognition, social power. 

Security National security, family security, sense of belonging, social order, healthy, clean, 
reciprocation of favours. 

Conformity Obedient, self-discipline, honouring of parents and elders, politeness. 

Tradition Respect for tradition, devout, detachment, humble, moderate, accepting my portion in life. 

Benevolence Helpful, responsible, forgiving, honest, loyal, a spiritual life, true friendship, mature love, 
meaning in life. 

Universalism Equality, wisdom, inner harmony, a world of beauty, social justice, broadminded, a world 
at peace, unity with nature, protecting the environment. 

reference (either supporting or opposing that value). Most references to values were positive, but 
given that the core motive of decentralization is to avoid centralized concentrations of power, it 
is unsurprising that references to social power, which Schwartz defnes as “control over others, 
dominance” [61], were negative. For example, the statement, “High concentration of organizational 
control is antithetical to the decentralized web” was coded as opposing social power. By contrast, the 
statement, “We encourage the development of tools and applications in many languages and forms, 
with a high degree of accessibility” was coded as supporting broadmindedness (by encouraging many 
languages and forms) and equality (by emphasizing accessibility). After the frst pass, agreement 
was somewhat low (64% of tags for value categories and 55% for individual values). In most cases, 
however, the coders were in agreement about at least one value for each statement, which was 
usually the core value of that point (82% of value categories, 77% of individual values. Disagreements 
were resolved through discussion until consensus was reached. 

We slightly tailored our coding to refect the language used in the DWeb principles. Specifcally, 
we replaced politeness, which Schwartz defnes as “courtesy, good manners” [61, p. 61] with respect-
fulness, which has a slightly richer meaning and aligns with the way in which ‘good manners’ are 
presented in codes of conduct that are common in open source communities. Following Obie et 
al. [54], we also added a category called privacy – while in many instances references to privacy 
can be mapped to related values (e.g., individual freedom), it is routinely presented as a central 
concept in technology ethics in its own right. Additionally, during data analysis it became clear that 
although equality (“equal opportunity for all”[61]) and social justice (“correcting injustice, caring 
for the weak”[61]) are distinct concepts, the words used to describe them frequently overlapped in 
our dataset. We combined them into a single category called equity and equality. 

We selected the top 6 most frequently occurring values, which each matched with four or more 
of the 23 statements in the DWeb principles. Both coders agreed that these values represented the 
main priorities of the document. We validated this interpretation by consulting with one of the 
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co-stewards of the principles, who agreed and encouraged us to include protecting the environment 
in our analysis. Initially, we had excluded protecting the environment because it was only mentioned 
twice in the principles. However, it was presented prominently (with a dedicated section) so we 
agreed it was valuable to include. 

• 5 mentions each: equality, social justice, broadmindedness. 
• 4 mentions each: freedom, respectfulness, (opposing) social power. 
• 2 mentions: protecting the environment. 

We developed a vocabulary of terms related to these values using the following process: We 
adapted our vocabulary from one developed by Obie et. al [54], in which two authors created a 
vocabulary of terms related to 50 Schwartz values, and validated it against a human-coded truthset 
identifying references to values in Google Play Store user reviews. This was an appropriate base for 
our vocabulary because it included terms related to a wide range of values relevant to a software 
context. We removed some terms that had multiple meanings and would likely lead to false matches 
if mapped to discussions among open source developers. For example, Obie et. al’s dictionary 
included the term "equal" as related to the value of equality, but in a software development context 
"equal" more commonly refers to comparisons of variables with no salience toward social equality. 
Additionally, we added: synonyms generated using Empath [21] and from Dictionary.com; some 
terms that are specifcally relevant to open source software, such as "code of conduct" as a signifer of 
respectfulness; added variations of verb tenses that were not accommodated by spaCy’s lemmatizer; 
and extended the equity and equality category with relevant social justice terms published by 
Dalhousie University’s Human Rights and Equity Services [62]. 

3.1.2 Data Collection: GitHub issues. GitHub is the most popular site for hosting the development 
of open source software. GitHub repositories contain a detailed history of revisions (called commits) 
to source code and other fles. Additionally, they contain issues, which are discussion threads for 
bug reports, feature requests, and related conversations. Often, a single piece of software comprises 
multiple, related repositories, usually maintained by the same organization or individual [44]. 
Our dataset was composed of GitHub archives from relevant decentralized Web projects that 

have (a) been presented at events hosted by the Internet Archive’s DWeb community, (b) have 
published statements indicating ethical commitments that closely align with the DWeb principles, 
and/or (c) were included in the Decentralized Tech Ecosystem Map presented by the Digital Life 
Collective at the 2018 Decentralized Web Summit [11]. Based on this criteria, we identifed 51 
projects that constitute a cross-section of decentralized Web projects with related, though not 
identical, ethical commitments. In most cases, each project was operated by a separate GitHub 
organization (a shared GitHub profle representing a company or other entity), so we included 
every repository operated by that organization as part of the same “project.” Some projects were 
operated by individuals, who were likely to also maintain irrelevant repositories (e.g., for unrelated 
software), so we used our judgement to only include relevant repositories. 
We downloaded all issue-related events from these repositories over several sessions between 

June 9, 2021 and June 25, 2021. Although pull requests (mechanisms for submitting code changes) 
are structured as a type of issue in GitHub’s API, we excluded them (n = 163,633) from our analysis 
because their practical function is signifcantly diferent from other issues. Our dataset consisted of 
388,037 comments. Table 2 presents an overview of the objects represented by the dataset. 

3.1.3 Validating and refining the dictionary. To verify that our values dictionary (developed in Sec-
tion 3.1.1) could identify comments related to values in the main dataset (collected in Section 3.1.2), 
we used the following process: First, the values dictionary and the issue comments in the main 
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Table 2. Explanation of objects represented in our dataset of GitHub issue comments. Hierarchical relation-
ships are indicated by indentation. 

Unit N Description 

- Project 51 We use the term project to refer to the collection of repositories maintained 
by a single GitHub organization (or rarely, individual maintainer) as part of a 
single platform, software, or set of closely interrelated technologies. 

↩→ Repository 1,426 A GitHub repository contains all the fles for a single piece of software (or other 
entity), a record of changes to the code, and all of its issues. 

↩→ Issue 97,662 An issue is a discussion thread, typically used to report bugs or request features. 

↩→ Comment 388,037 A comment is a single post to an issue’s discussion thread. 

- User 21,359 A user is a unique person who posted a comment to an issue in our dataset. 

dataset were tokenized and lemmatized using spaCy [66], allowing us to match words across multi-
ple grammatical forms. Then, we identifed sentences (and their parent comments) that referenced 
terms from the values dictionary. We selected a sample of 839 sentences that were matched to the 
values dictionary. Two authors coded each sentence by hand to validate that it indeed included a 
reference to that value. We focused on comments posted after January 1, 2020 because we also used 
this step to identify potential interview participants, as described in Section 3.2.1. Disagreements 
were resolved iteratively through discussion. We then removed terms from the dictionary where 
the proportion of correctly identifed matches was less than 50%. Among the remaining terms, 
the mean percentage of correctly identifed matches was 78.2%. Terms that scored closer to 50% 
tended to have multiple possible meanings, such as "user choice," which was used to advocate for 
enhancing the ability of individuals to choose how to use software (a correct match for freedom) or 
to simply acknowledge that the user may happen to choose a certain option (a false positive for 
freedom). 
The fnal dictionary is included with this paper as a supplementary document. 

3.1.4 Analysis. Once we had validated the dictionary, we fagged each comment with whether 
or not it contained a keyword for each value. Based on this, we generated summary statistics 
mapping the incidence of value-related keywords per project, per comment author, per issue, and 
per comment. 

We investigated the occurrence of value-related issue comments across two temporal dimensions: 
absolute time (by calendar date), and project age (time since the frst event that was recorded in 
our dataset for each project). We used visualizations to identify the percentage of each month’s 
comments that contained value-related terms across these dimensions. We then investigated 
whether the percentage of value-related comments per project was associated with the number of 
users, since a greater number of people writing comments could contribute to greater diversity of 
values and normative goals. To assess this, we used logistic regression models for each value (and 
one overall model indicating if there was a match for any value). In these models, each observation 
represented a single month’s activity for one project. The dependent variable for each model was 
whether or not a comment was posted in relation to that model’s value, and the independent 
variables were the number of comments and number of users for that month’s activity per project. 

Additionally, we created project-level charts (e.g., Figure 3) showing the frequency of comments 
that mentioned each value per project over time. We used these to inform some questions during the 
interview, as described in Section 3.2.2. Additionally, to help understand the relationship between 
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Table 3. Demographic information of interview participants. Some participants preferred to give less precise 
responses, indicated by *. 

Age group N (%) Gender N (%) Location of residence N (%) 

20-29 1 (8.3%) Female 2 (16.7%) Australia 1 (8.3%) 
30-39 6 (50.0%) Male 9 (75.0%) Belgium 1 (8.3%) 
40-49 4 (33.3%) Prefer not to say 1 (8.3%) Canada 3 (25.0%) 
Legal adult* 1 (8.3%) Czech Republic 1 (8.3%) 

Luxembourg 1 (8.3%) 
Portugal 1 (8.3%) 
United States 3 (25.0%) 
Europe* 1 (8.3%) 

value-related discussions in GitHub issues and continued participation, we investigated whether 
there was a relationship between the proportion of comments containing a value-term and whether 
the author of the comment had since deleted their GitHub account. To do so, we used Logistic 
regression with a dependent variable of whether or not the comment contained a value-related term, 
and an independent variable indicating whether the comment-author had deleted their account. 
Since the data is strongly skewed toward comments that are not value-related, the Firth procedure 
was used to reduce the risk of parameter estimation bias [12, 25]. 

3.2 Interviews 
3.2.1 Recruitment. We reviewed all sentences that contained matched value terms from comments 
posted after January 1, 2020. We then identifed participants who were engaged in debates and 
discussions about values. This included both participants who were identifed directly as having 
used the value terms, as well as some who did not use a term from our dictionary but participated 
in relevant discussion with another user who had. In selecting interview participants, we sought to 
reach people who engaged in discussions that referenced a variety of diferent values. 
We sent an invitation to each prospective participant by email if they had published an email 

address on their GitHub profle or a linked website, or by Twitter or Mastodon for some who had 
not listed an email address. Twelve interview participants were recruited (see Table 3 for their 
demographic information). 

3.2.2 Interview overview. All of the participants had participated in a value-related discussion in 
the issues for a project in our dataset. Six of the participants were people who had contributed code 
to the corresponding project or were members of the organization that maintained that project 
(code contributors/organization members). The other six were people whose only contribution to that 
project on GitHub was through posting to that project’s issues (issues commenters). The purpose of 
this distinction was to have a balance of core and peripheral contributors. 

The interviews were structured as follows: First, we asked about participants’ overall experience 
with open source projects, including their motivations. We then asked about their role in relation to 
the specifc Decentralized Web project in which they had written an issue or comment, as well as 
their understanding about whether that projects’ goals had shifted over time. This was followed by 
asking if they were familiar with the DWeb Principles, and their opinion of how these aligned with 
project goals. The next questions focused on the specifc issue in which participants had commented. 
We asked about their understanding of the stakes of the discussion, their motivations for posting, 
and their perception of the outcome. Finally, during interviews with code contributors/organization 
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members, we added additional questions about changes in the frequency of value-related comments 
over time. These questions referenced project-level visualizations as described in Section 3.1.4. We 
did not include these questions for interview participants whose only participation was commenting 
on or posting an issue because their participation was much less likely to have led to familiarity 
with project trends over time. 

Issue commenters were compensated £26. Because code contributors/organization members partici-
pated in a longer interview, they were compensated £45. Five participants declined payment. Five 
interviews were conducted via video call, fve by email, one by Twitter direct message, and one 
was a hybrid, email followed by a video call. The length of the video interviews was 30 minutes for 
issue commenters and 45 minutes for code contributors. Two code contributor interviews extended 
into longer, 2-hour conversations. 

3.2.3 Analysis. Video interviews were transcribed using an automatic transcription tool. Tran-
scripts were then reviewed and corrected by the frst author. Two authors used an inductive, 
initial-coding method [58] to identify themes in the transcripts and logs of text-based interviews. 
The authors then used afnity diagramming [35] to organize these themes into larger categories. 
Through a process of iterative refnement, the authors developed a taxonomy that organized codes 
under the following categories: Values, motivations, expectations, processes, and outcomes. 

3.3 Limitations 
The linguistic analysis has limitations due to its reliance on keywords. Specifcally, it is unable to 
identify instances where a comment is implicitly about a value but does not contain a matching 
term. Additionally, our system was unable to disambiguate between homophones. For example, 
terms such as “pollution” and “environment,” were removed from the dictionary for protecting 
the environment because their most common uses referred to non-ecologically focused meanings. 
Further, our keyword approach cannot disentangle discussions about values in project outcomes 
(e.g., enacting ‘respectfulness’ toward end-users) from discussions about values in the open-source 
development process (e.g., encouraging respectful discussions in GitHub issues). 
Most projects in our dataset are based in Western countries, which limits the generalizability 

of this study to other cultures. Similarly, our straightforward adoption of Schwartz’ theory as a 
taxonomy of values does not do justice to nuanced conceptions of values in every culture or by 
every individual. For example, Maori cultural values involve a close relationship among land, family, 
spirituality, and sovereignty [13]. If our dataset includes comments by Maori people speaking of 
environmentalism through that lens, those comments would be poorly represented by our simple 
classifcation of protecting the environment as a value in the universalism category. Thus, even 
though our use of Schwartz’s framework was well-suited to summarize the main priorities of the 
DWeb principles, the resulting analysis cannot capture the full depth of values across cultures. 

Another important consideration is that our research method drew our attention toward issues 
with lots of comments. Cases where a value-driven proposal is implemented without being chal-
lenged are less likely to have been captured in our analysis than those with more back-and-forth 
discussion, since this increases the likelihood of a keyword-match. 
A fnal point about the linguistic analysis is that our validation of the dictionary accounted for 

false positives, but did not identify false negatives. We have ofered some suggestions for future 
research to improve upon the linguistic analysis in Section 5.3.1. 

Regarding the interviews, all participants had demonstrated a belief that software development 
should involve a consideration of values insofar as they were identifed as having discussed values 
in GitHub issues and they accepted our invitation to participate in this study. Accordingly, interview 
participants do not form a representative sample of developers and issues commenters. Due to 
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Table 4. Proportion of projects, users, issues, and comments with at least one identified reference to values. 

Value Top terms 
Freq. of items with at least one reference to values by: 
Project User Issue Comment 

Respectfulness friendly, cooperative, 
harassment 

47.06% 
(N = 24) 

1.57% 
(N = 335) 

0.41% 
(N = 404) 

0.16% 
(N = 610) 

Broadmindedness inclusive, diversity, 
diverse 

62.75% 
(N = 32) 

1.47% 
(N = 313) 

0.48% 
(N = 470) 

0.14% 
(N = 546) 

Freedom freedom, user choice, 
sovereign 

66.67% 
(N = 34) 

1.11% 
(N = 238) 

0.33% 
(N = 321) 

0.10% 
(N = 389) 

Equity and 
equality 

equity, racist, racism 33.33% 
(N = 17) 

0.60% 
(N = 128) 

0.15% 
(N = 147) 

0.05% 
(N = 210) 

(opposing) 
Social power 

central authority, 
gatekeeping, gatekeeper 

43.14% 
(N = 22) 

0.44% 
(N = 93) 

0.10% 
(N = 97) 

0.03% 
(N = 113) 

Protecting the 
environment 

climate change, energy 
consumption, ecological 

21.57% 
(N = 11) 

0.11% 
(N = 23) 

0.03% 
(N = 27) 

0.01% 
(N = 27) 

Any value 76.47% 
(N = 39) 

3.79% 
(N = 809) 

1.36% 
(N = 1327) 

0.47% 
(N = 1841) 

Total N N = 51 N = 21,359 N = 97,662 N = 388,037 

this, our interpretations about how to support value-driven discussions and decision-making in 
open source emphasize the needs of people who are currently engaging with values in software 
development. 

4 FINDINGS 

When presenting fndings, we take several measures to protect participants’ anonymity. We have 
assigned each a random number, which is used to attribute quotations (e.g., P01, P02, etc.). We use 
the singular ‘they’ pronoun to refer to participants rather than identifying them by gender. We 
have also redacted references to project names. This protects participant anonymity in cases where 
members of small communities could infer someone’s identity from the content of a quotation. 
Additionally, this helps us focus on the processes through which value are engaged with rather 
than amplifying criticisms of specifc technical decisions and specifc developers, which is not the 
purpose of this research. To add context to participant quotes, we additionally identify participants 
according to the following three roles in relation to the project about which they had commented: 

• Issue contributor : People who only engaged with the project by posting and/or commenting 
on issues, regardless of whether they had coding experience elsewhere (n = 4). 

• Organization member : People who were members of the GitHub organization that maintains 
the project (n = 4). 

• Third-party developer : People who wrote third-party software that interacted with the project 
(n = 4). 

4.1 Overall paterns of value-related discussions in GitHub issues 
This section addresses RQ1: “When do discussions about values occur in GitHub issues?” Table 4 
shows each value’s three most frequently occurring terms, as well as the percentage of projects, 
users, issues, and comments with at least one mention for each value. Projects, issues, and comments 
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have a hierarchical relationship (as illustrated in Table 2), thus the project column has a high score 
because each project contains many issues, and each issue contains many comments. 

Overall, value-related comments were relatively uncommon (approximately 1 in each 200 com-
ments). Our readings of value-related discussions showed that a single comment that explicitly 
referenced one of the value terms in our dictionary was often a good indication that the issue 
discussion more generally related to that value. The three most commonly identifed values were 
respectfulness (n comments = 610), broadmindedness (n comments = 565), and freedom (n comments 
= 389). The least referenced by far was protecting the environment (n comments = 27). Importantly, 
this analysis did not distinguish conversations about values in technologies themselves from conver-
sations about values in processes of software development. Notably, we observed many comments 
urging commenters to be respectful in GitHub issue discussions themselves, regardless of the role 
of respectfulness in the project’s technology. 

4.1.1 Temporal paterns. The earliest event in our dataset occurred on January 26, 2011, and the 
most recent occurred on June 23, 2021 (the date of our data collection). Even though the raw data 
spans approximately 10.5 years, very few of the projects in our dataset existed in 2011. Figure 1a 
shows that most projects became active during or after 2015. Corresponding to this, Figure 1b 
shows that most projects have six or fewer years of activity. Thus, visualizations related to calendar 
time focus on 2015-2021, and visualizations in relation to project age focus on each project’s frst 
six years, starting from its earliest event in our dataset. 

(a) N active projects per calendar year (b) N active projects per year in project age 

Fig. 1. The majority of projects in our dataset became active during or afer 2015, and thus have been active 
for less than six years. 

We then investigated the frequency of comments containing value-related terms over time. 
Figure 2a shows that the percentage of comments that referenced values was lowest in early 
2016. In other periods, the percentage of value-referencing comments was fairly consistent, with a 
general pattern of increasing into 2018. Figure 2b shows a related pattern, with a lower-than-average 
percentage of comments that contain value terms in the frst year of each project, and an increase in 
year two. The popularity and visibility of the Decentralized Web was increasing around 2016, which 
led to an increase in new GitHub projects and more people participating with those projects. Thus, 
the patterns observed in relation to calendar time and in relation to project age are intertwined. 

Interview participants’ reported that project values sometimes fell out of alignment with individ-
ual contributors’ goals. This may explain some increase in values-related discussions over time. 
Some projects changed in overall direction, such as described by P03 (third-party developer): “When 
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(a) Percentage of comments referencing
values by calendar date 

(b) Percentage of comments referencing
values by project age 

Fig. 2. Lef: % of comments referencing any value per calendar month; Right: % of comments referencing any 
value per month in project age. The percentage of comments that referenced values was lowest in early 2016, 
and increases in the second year of a project. 

we joined, it was a lot more focused on building applications around the concept of keeping owner-
ship of data, etc. [... but later ] they focused a lot more on the currency, on the [smart]-contracts part 
and less on the technology that deals with the actual data.” Similarly, P08 (organization member) 
asserted that even when goals remain consistent, practical constraints may guide developers to 
make compromises: “Goals and intentions and philosophies haven’t changed. But practical realities 
maybe have reared their heads a little bit more.” By contrast, P04 (issue contributor) remarked that 
even when projects do not change, some people

project their own values and goals onto the project. Then at some point for some people 
it becomes obvious that their expectations are diferent to the reality and they react 
either by deciding they were mistaken or, more often, deciding that they have been 
betrayed and the project has changed. [P04 - Issue contributor] 

All of these possibilities could lead to disagreements about a project’s direction. Value-related 
terms may be used in these discussions as a rhetorical device to advocate a particular direction. 
Additionally, disagreements of all sorts could prompt appeals to values of respectulness within
GitHub issues, particularly if discussions become heated. 

4.1.2 Diversity of perspectives. Additionally, we investigated whether the percentage of value-
related comments was associated with the number of users, since a greater number of people 
writing comments could contribute to greater diversity of values and normative goals. Logistic 
regressions were performed to identify associations between the number of comments per project 
per month, the number of users who posted those comments, and the likelihood that at least one 
comment contained a value-term. The number of users and number of comments were converted 
to z-scores to aid interpretation of efect sizes. Projects’ monthly number of users and number of 
comments were moderately correlated, with a variance infation factor (VIF) of 4.35. The results of 
these regressions are displayed in Table 5. It is unsurprising that the likelihood of value-related 
comments being posted was proportional to the overall number of comments. However, our results 
show that even when controlling for the number of comments, a larger number of people posting
comments was also positively associated with a greater likelihood of any value-related comment 
being detected (OR = 2.06, 95% CI = [1.57,2.71]]. Most notably, mentions of respectfulness were
much more likely for each increase of one standard deviation in the number of users (OR = 3.53, 
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Table 5. Logistic Regression models: Likelihood of any value mention per project per month. 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05. Pseudo �2 = McFadden’s Pseudo �2 

N users N comments 
Value Odds ratio 95% CI Odds ratio 95% CI Pseudo �2 

Respectfulness 3.53*** (2.77, 4.50) 1.02 (0.81, 1.29) 0.30 
Broadmindedness 1.33** (1.08, 1.63) 2.37*** (1.93, 2.90) 0.22 
Freedom 1.11 (0.90, 1.37) 2.55*** (2.07, 3.14) 0.21 
Equity and equality 1.79*** (1.39, 2.30) 1.56** (1.21, 2.01) 0.24 
(opposing) Social power 0.94 (0.73, 1.21) 2.69*** (2.11, 3.45) 0.23 
Protecting the environment 1.85* (1.13, 3.04) 0.94 (0.52, 1.71) 0.10 

Any value 2.06*** (1.57, 2.71) 3.80*** (2.93, 4.94) 0.31 

N observations = 2,604 

95% CI = [2.77, 4.50]), but were not more likely based on an increase in the number of comments 
while holding the number of users steady. Only freedom and (opposing) social power were only 
associated with the number of comments, and not with the number of users. These results show 
that, for most values, having more participants was associated with more value-related discussion, 
independent of the total number of comments. 
Our interviews revealed some plausible explanations for why this may have occurred. For 

example, P08 (organization member) asserted, “The ethical conversations are a heck of a lot more 
nuanced, the greater diversity of voices that are included in the conversation.” Although this is not 
guaranteed, a greater number of voices likely suggests the presence of commenters from outside a 
core team, which could introduce more disagreements. For example, P11 recalled a case where a 
(non-DWeb) software removed a feature: 

People using this feature, like me, were angry. But the design team said they ran a 
survey and nobody was using the feature. Turn[s] out they ran the survey. . . inside 
the design team itself. [...] When the decision reach[ed] other users, the mistake [was] 
immediate. [P11 - Issue contributor] 

These comments ofer some hints that conversations with many participants may be prone to 
disagreements about project decisions and more nuanced discussions about project values. 

4.1.3 Paterns in individual projects. Patterns of discussion among individual projects were more 
varied. In some cases, specifc values became a more signifcant focus of attention in relation to 
specifc challenges or phenomena. For example, Figure 3 shows that, in one project, comments 
containing terms associated with equity and equality were clustered toward the end of 2019 and 
into 2020. This corresponds to a period in which project contributors were troubleshooting an 
funding initiative to incentivize third-party developers to build apps. At that time, there were 
conversations on GitHub discussing how to maintain equality and fairness when distribute funding. 
These discussions did not lead to a solution, and the program was paused in February 2020. This 
example highlights that it could be possible to monitor developer discussions to identify when and 
where specifc values are at stake. Notably, in instances such as this, it is possible to identify bursts 
of activity, where values that were not relevant or were considered settled in early stages of design 
became objects of considerable attention in relation to events that occurred later in development. 
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Fig. 3. In one project, there was a burst of comments referencing equity and equality were grouped toward 
the end of 2019 and beginning of 2020. 

4.2 Participants’ experiences of conflicts 
This section addresses RQ2: “How do people experience disagreements in value-related discussions 
on GitHub?” Because our analysis focused on issues that had substantial discussions, most of our 
participants described some level of confict. Given our focus on values, all of the issues involved 
some normative claim, proposing decisions with ideological roots. As a result, the stakes of conficts 
were high. This section describes how task conficts about what should be done – and process 
conficts about how decisions should be made each alluded to larger stakes than the immediate task 
at hand in individual issues. 

4.2.1 Task conflicts. Many issues were rooted in a task confict. P12 (issue contributor) posted an 
issue advocating that one project moved its code repositories away from GitHub and toward a FOSS 
(Free and Open-Source Software) alternative. The resulting discussion included disagreements about 
the pros and cons of doing so, and ultimately resulted in no change. P03 (third-party developer) 
posted a comment to an existing issue about distributing funding for third-party developers, 
presenting an argument about how to resolve perceived fairness issues in the existing system. P11 
(issue contributor) replied to an issue that advocated for removing integration to a third-party 
software by asserting that the feature should remain. These are all examples of task conficts in 
which participants debated about what actions to take by explaining the benefts and demerits of 
various approaches. 

One way that task conficts appeared to take on elevated stakes was when participants who 
posted an issue felt that a project was not living up to the values that had been promised. For 
example, P05 wrote third-party software that interacted with a large decentralized system. They 
wrote an issue upon learning about a design feature in this large system, which they believed 
compromised users’ privacy: 

By default, [...] everything was confgured to go to [A central server operated by the 
company.] [...] there was also reference about privacy on the website [...] Privacy was 
one of the values that was put in the spotlight. But it wasn’t really privacy focused, 
was it? [...] The truth is that it’s not up to par with the privacy level they claim. It’s 
not decentralized. It’s very much centralized because of the default confguration. 
[P05 - Third-party developer] 
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P05 had additionally contributed to other issues and documents about the system, which involved 
disagreements that were consistently grounded in commitments to privacy and individual freedom. 
P01 demonstrated a related dimension through which task-conficts could escalate to larger 

scales. They had expressed support for a proposal to modify a user interface to remind people to 
include an alt-text description for images they upload. During our interview, they asserted that 
the stakes extended beyond the immediate feature request because the resolution would establish 
precedence for similar issues in the future: 

At stake is blind people’s belief in what may amount to one of the only encounters 
with open communities that they have. Also, the accessibility and openness of the 
community is at stake, since if this isn’t addressed, then by precedent, fewer accessibility 
issues will be addressed as well. [P01 - Issue contributor] 

At face value, the issue was a task confict about if and how prominently to display an alt-text 
prompt. Because the purpose of this prompt would be to infuence user behaviour, this confict was 
perceived to establish future norms about equity and equality for people with disabilities. 

These examples highlight an important feature of value-related debates in software development. 
The stakes are rarely as simple as resolving a single bug or adding a feature. Instead, responses to 
value-related issues infuenced the extent to which participants trust project maintainers to live up 
to the values they believe to have been promised. 

4.2.2 Process conflicts. The majority of interview participants discussed conficts connected to the 
processes through which stakeholders’ views were incorporated into decisions. In general, they 
indicated that substantial discussions about difcult issues were valuable for fguring out projects’ 
directions: 

It’s not yet clear where we are going. [..] So it’s good to have controversial discussions. 
[P06 - Third-party developer] 

Referring to projects centred around small teams of volunteers, P07, a core member of a relatively 
small project in our study, asserted that “a lot of these participatory projects fail because of internal 
conficts”, and argued this should be addressed through internal communication styles: 

What is at risk? It’s not [the specifc decision]. It’s whether we can come to a conclusion 
together as a group, and everybody feels they contributed to that and are listened 
to and we’re committing and making compromises in a way that we want [P07 -
Organization member] 

Almost half of our interview participants expressed that there were cases where decisions were 
made without sufcient consultation. Several of those individuals indicated this was inconsistent 
with the values motivating decentralization and open source software in the frst place, such as 
P04, who has some experience maintaining small open source projects and extensive experience 
contributing bug reports, documentation, and code to larger projects: 

I was also really cheese[d] of that there was never any efort made to discuss this 
change with server admins. [...] There is a lot of talk about freedom and equality in 
open source and decentralized software [...] yet [this project] is developed under the 
“Benevolent Dictator for Life model.” [P04 - Issue contributor] 

There was, however, a signifcant split in opinions about how much time maintainers should 
invest in responding to these types of issues. Speaking about a diferent issue in the same project 
that P04 had criticized for having a “benevolent dictator” model, P11, who has been a maintainer 
for several open source projects, applauded much the same behaviour that P04 had criticized: 
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As you can see, [the lead maintainer] is clearly a smart maintainer and just stopped 
discussing the feature without even closing it. [P11 - Issue contributor] 

Whether or not they were code contributors to these specifc projects, this divide generally 
occurred between participants who did or did not have professional experience writing code for 
and maintaining open source projects. For example, even though P07, believed in the importance 
of inclusive discussions, they expressed frustration at perceived expectations that they respond to 
every request: 

If you open a ticket to my repo, am I now obligated to spend three hours reviewing 
a patch? [“Open source”] doesn’t mean my time is open, you know? But sometimes 
people expect that. [P07 - Organization member] 

This highlights a signifcant pattern: Various contributors had mismatched expectations of how 
much time and efort should go into resolving issues. Generally, participants with experience 
maintaining open source projects were quick to express understanding toward time pressure faced 
by open source maintainers. And by contrast, those who lacked such experience were more likely 
to be frustrated by what they perceived as inadequate processes. 

4.3 Outcomes of value-related conflicts 
This section addresses RQ3: “What are the outcomes of value-related conficts and current practices 
to address them?” We describe outcomes across three dimensions: Tangible changes to code or 
design; efects on participants’ future thinking about values in relation to this work; and infuences 
on participants’ future contributions. We additionally describe how discussions about project 
directions are sometimes conducted in more private contexts. 

4.3.1 Outcomes in code. With regard to development itself, the efects of value-related discussions 
in GitHub issues varied. 
The majority of participants indicated that proposals made in the issues about which we inter-

viewed them were not implemented in code, at least not in a way that satisfed the issue-poster. In 
some cases, participants felt the issue was on its way to being addressed in the future, e.g., 

This issue might not be completely relevant now but may come up in the future when 
the project is more well-used throughout the decentralized tech industry. 
[P09 - Third-party developer] 

However, others felt the issues had been abandoned, such as P01 who expressed frustration that an 
issue they felt to be important “has mostly been forgotten” [P01 - Issue contributor]. 
Some participants had more positive experiences, such as when issues led directly to concrete 

changes. For example, P08 (organization member) proposed renaming the “master” branch of each 
repository to “main,” since the etymology of the master-slave relationships in software is a reference 
to slavery. P08’s proposed change was implemented in many of the project’s repositories. This was 
part of a broader movement advocating for moving away from racially charged software terms, 
and GitHub made changes to the platform itself to support this in mid 2020 [52]. 

Additionally, when P05, a third-party developer, posted an issue arguing that one project included 
features that violated individuals’ privacy, the developers of that project engaged in discussion with 
P05 and made a change to their work based on that discussion. However, even though a change 
was implemented, P05 argued that it was superfcial and did not sufciently address the concern. 

They also used it to their own advantage, saying, “Look, there was this review about 
privacy. We are addressing all the points. Here is all the work we are doing.” [...] Spoilers: 
it does not address the issues. [P05 - Third-party developer] 
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P02, a core member of a diferent organization, explained that a heated discussion about privacy, 
censorship, and freedom had been disruptive to implementation, rather than helping to guide it. 

The level of heat and debate in this comment thread actually delayed any implementa-
tion work here. The conversation was too charged and controversial for the community 
to reach alignment, and the level of need for the feature by most users wasn’t worth 
having a very disruptive governance battle. Instead [one] team created this feature in a 
fork, and then published it for others to use without changing the main implementation. 
[P02 - Organization member] 

This highlights that, although discussions rooted in values can lead to changes, this can come 
with costs to efciency. Even in the issues among our interview participants that led to concrete 
technical changes, success was complicated. 

4.3.2 Discussions influenced understanding of values and technology. Although many value-related 
discussions in GitHub issues did not lead to immediate changes to software, participants identifed 
that these discussions infuenced their understanding of the relationship between values and 
technology. In one project, there was a rich discussion about how to ensure fairness in an algorithm 
used to distribute funding to partner developers. The purpose of the program was to encourage 
third-parties to build an ecosystem of apps, the most popular of which would receive monetary 
reward. P06, a third-party developer to this project, explained that the program “was dropped 
because everybody was gaming it,” but that the surrounding discussions shaped his understanding 
of the value of transparency and accountability. Specifcally, people were able to game the system 
because rules were publicly available, and P06 concluded: 

Providing rules publicly [...] is not always a good way. Transparency, it’s a good thing. 
A thing I believe in. But sometimes it’s not helpful. [P06 - Third-party developer] 

This speaks to a process in which P06’s understanding of the value of transparency itself evolved 
through employing that value to understand and intervene to a complex situation of practice [40]. 

P02, who was quoted above explaining that a discussion about privacy, censorship, and individual 
freedom was disruptive to implementation, asserted that this discussion made them consider 
censorship in a way they hadn’t previously: 

Some members of the community took it as creating tools for censorship [...] I’m not 
sure how much of this was just misinterpretation of the issue, or real fundamental 
disagreement in how this could potentially be abused. [...] I personally hadn’t considered 
that, [for example,] having an optional blacklist feature would be so controversial - it 
defnitely highlighted that it’d be very important for it to be hard to monitor whether a 
node was using a blacklist. [..] but that’s still hypothetical. [P02 - Organization member] 

In this case, the most signifcant impact of the issue is likely its infuence on future decision-making, 
both within this project itself, and potentially in other work. 
These patterns indicate that even when discussions about values did not result in tangible 

changes, they afected participants’ understandings of the potential impacts of technical decisions. 
It is likely that this will shape future decisions, such as by motivating developers to address potential 
outcomes they had not previously considered. 

4.3.3 Discussions led participants to increase, redirect, or withdraw participation. Another signifcant 
theme was that experiences engaging with values in GitHub issues had an efect on participants’ 
intentions for the future. 

In some cases, positive experiences could motivate future participation. For example, P08 experi-
enced “hesitation” and “angst” before creating issues arguing for more inclusive conventions on 
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their organization’s GitHub repos, but explained that it would be easier in the future because they 
felt encouraged by the discussion and its outcome: 

Having attempted to make a change and participated with others in trying to make 
a change and seeing that change actually come about. No reason to not try it again 
in the future if I see something else that needs changing. [...] It may be a small thing, 
but hopefully it’s meaningful enough to just make it that much more inclusive of an 
environment. [P08 - Organization member] 

Alongside seeing their proposed change implemented, the feeling of having “participated with 
others” is likely signifcant, since P08 could see that other people cared about the same social issues 
and were willing to take action to support them. 
By contrast, negative experiences during value-related conficts could have a strong emotional 

efect, which motivated some participants to decrease or redirect their participation. P05 had 
invested signifcant time into building third-party software for one of the projects in our study, even 
making it a signifcant part of their professional work. However, they stopped development of this 
third-party software because the main project did not, in P05’s view, adequately address important 
privacy issues. In addition, P05’s experience with this confict resulted in a poor emotional outcome: 

You have this frustration that builds over time and over the years. [...] It’s sad. I think 
that’s the last remaining feeling I have about all this and open source in general, at the 
end of the day. It’s sad how it’s not about the people that you want to build for. It’s 
about the people that build it and how they feel attacked all the time. 
[P05 - Third-party developer] 

Similarly, P01 remarked that, after seeing an issue they cared about be dismissed, “I was suf-
ciently tired of dealing with ableism in the FOSS community to pretty much give up” [P01 - Is-
sue contributor]. Others did not turn away from FOSS altogether, but redirected their attention. 
P04 expressed frustration that the lead maintainer of one project had developed “a reputation for 
not listening to anyone else." In response, P04 (issue contributor) shifted their contributions to a 
diferent project, whose maintainer “was so welcoming and appreciative that now I’m hooked and 
intend to make many more contributions.” 
Comments by deleted accounts. Additionally, our quantitative analysis showed evidence 

suggesting that GitHub users who discussed values were more likely to have deleted their GitHub 
account altogether. When a GitHub user deletes their account, all code commits, repositories, issue 
comments, and other data owned by their account are removed, however their contributions to 
others’ repositories are preserved and attributed to a faux-GitHub account named ‘Ghost’ [17]. 

In our dataset, 4041 (1.04%) issue comments were attributed to the Ghost user. 0.72% (n = 29) of 
the Ghost user’s comments were value-related, compared to 0.47% (n = 1,812) of comments made 
by other users. Logistic regression showed that comments by the Ghost user were signifcantly 
more likely to be value-related than comments by other users (odds ratio = 1.55, 95% CI [1.08, 
2.33], McFadden’s Pseudo �2 = 0.000). 48% (n=14) of the Ghost user’s value-related comments were 
associated with respectfulness, compared to 33% (n=596) of other users’ value-related comments. 
So, we performed a second logistic regression that showed that comments by the Ghost user were 
signifcantly more likely to be related to respectfulness than comments by other users (odds ratio = 
2.31, 95% CI [1.37, 3.90], McFadden’s Pseudo �2 = 0.001). The low Pseudo �2 indicates that whether 
or not the author deleted their account is, on its own, a weak predictor of whether a comment 
contains a value-term. Nonetheless, the results suggest there is a positive correlation between 
deleting one’s GitHub account and having posted comments that referenced values (especially 
respectfulness). This is generally commensurate with our interview participants’ indications that 
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value-related conficts contributed to decisions to stop or change one’s participation with the 
projects where those conficts occurred. 

4.3.4 Discussions outside of GitHub. One signifcant feature of discussions and conficts about 
projects values is that they were not confned to GitHub. Sometimes issue threads made reference 
to team meetings or other conversations, and there were cases where project maintainers felt it 
prudent to avoid fully public discussions: 

There are internal notes kept in a more private space because as we get into more 
partnerships and stuf, it doesn’t make sense for all that information to be out there. 
[P07 - Organization member] 

P10 described how online meetings were important for fguring out processes and governance: 
I think we spent like a good six months meeting every other Monday trying to fgure 
out the governance structure. [P10 - Organization member] 

These more closed meetings have many advantages, but they also create conditions in which 
GitHub issues, which were some participants’ primary or only way of participating in conversations 
about project decision-making, may not be regarded as suitable for big-picture decisions that have 
already been made elsewhere. For example, P02 described that in their organization, 

We do make signifcant decisions in GitHub issues - though not where we tend to 
defne our values per se. [P02 - Organization member] 

In sum, external meetings, documents, and conversations can be more controlled than discussions 
in GitHub issues and other public sites. Of course, this does not mean they are absent of confict. 
For example, P10 described many disagreements during their organization’s Monday meetings. 
However, they involve fewer external contributors who may not be on the same page about 
decision-making processes and they provide greater opportunities for preserving confdentiality 
when needed. Nonetheless, because contributors whose participation was limited to publicly 
accessible discussions demonstrated a strong desire to contribute to normative decision-making, 
closed meetings could contribute to process-confict in the long-term. 

5 DISCUSSION 

In general, although comments that explicitly referenced value keywords were a minority, our 
analysis found that the values underlying DWeb’s principles were being engaged with across many 
of these projects. Further, we found that discussions about values increased between the beginning 
of each project (its earliest event) and through its second year. Insofar as the number of discussions 
about values increased later in projects’ life-cycles, our results support suggestions in prior work 
to attend to “valuation” as an ongoing process in which values are shaped in relation to specifc 
material and social contexts [37]. Therefore, it is important for maintainers to make sure these 
discussions are well-managed in order to productively integrate values into development activities. 

We also found that the likelihood of values being referenced in an organization’s issue comments 
was positively associated with the number of people posting comments, even when controlling 
for the number of comments overall. Interview results suggested that the presence of diverse 
viewpoints in a discussion could increase the potential for disagreements about project decisions 
generally, and lead to more nuanced conversations about ethical issues. Most dramatically, the 
likelihood of respectfulness being referenced in an organization’s comments in any given month 
was strongly associated with the number of users, and not with the number of comments. One 
interpretation is that when there are a greater number of people participating in issues, it becomes 
more important to remind people to be respectful of one another. Another dimension is that 
conversations that engage with respectfulness may attract participation from people who have not 
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have commented about other issues. These patterns suggest that encouraging discussions that 
include many contributors with diverse viewpoints may generate more detailed discussions about 
values, while simultaneously contributing to challenges for maintaining civility. 

When speaking with our interview participants, it became clear that confict was a common fea-
ture in value-related issues. Managing confict in remote and distributed work has been a signifcant 
area of research for CSCW [e.g., 18, 24, 70]. Past CSCW work has found that for cognitive conficts 
that involve negotiations related to stakeholders’ values, team fracture–a loss of team viability that 
results in team members no longer wishing to work together–can be strongly infuenced by early 
moments during collaboration [70]. Future work may beneft by further investigating value-related 
discussions in relation to civility and confict. 
Among the cases we discussed with interview participants, extended discussions about values 

often did not result in what participants felt to be appropriate technical changes. A possible expla-
nation comes from past research fnding that maintainers on GitHub utilize implicit mechanisms to 
prioritize what are perceived to be important issues, and neglect those that are perceived to exceed 
a project’s capacity [45]. Value-related issues often alluded to scopes that extended beyond a single 
bug-fx or new feature, and thus may be regarded as requiring a high capacity, such as in P02’s 
assertion that a heated debate delayed implementation work related to an issue. 
In fact, emotion was a signifcant feature of participants’ descriptions of navigating value-

related GitHub issues, especially among those who posted issues or requested changes to projects. 
Participants expressed frustration and sadness about situations where they felt their concerns 
hadn’t been adequately addressed. These emotions were related to their perceptions that successes 
or failures to live up to values in the resolution of specifc issues signifed broader stakes about 
the future of the project. Emotions were identifed as one of eight “grand challenges” for value-
sensitive design [26]. Our results suggest that, to meet this challenge, researchers should investigate 
emotional discord during design processes. Specifcally, value-related conficts appear to have 
elevated changes of emotional impact, and poor emotional outcomes seem to be associated with 
decisions to stop contributing to a project. 

Finally, among interview participants, the most signifcant common feature in unproductive or 
unhealthy value-related discussions was a lack of common ground in relation to process confict. 
Misalignment was observed in expectations about how much time maintainers should devote to 
engaging with specifc issues, how open decision-making processes should be, and which values 
should be prioritized. Identifying and managing diferences in expectations is therefore an important 
task for engaging with values during software development and maintenance. A likely correlate 
of this mismatch is that project maintainers often relied on sites outside of GitHub for at least 
some decision-making, which were not always accessible to project outsiders. Thus, one source of 
confict was that issues posters, third-party developers and organization members were not always 
in agreement about how and where project values should be shaped. 
The implications of this study may generally extend to other open source projects in which 

values are a prominent focus. However, it is important to acknowledge some features that limit this 
study’s generalizability: A high level of participation in GitHub issues by end-users and third-party 
developers; many contributors have strong, clear beliefs about ethics and technology; and most 
projects are based in Western countries. 

5.1 The value of value-related discussions 
Given that encouraging and engaging with discussions about project values and future directions 
requires signifcant time, some participants identifed these discussions as disruptive to development. 
It is important to consider what sort of advantages could make this worthwhile. 
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In setting out guidelines to serve the “agency of all people”, DWeb’s principles [67] recognize that 
the responsibilities of designing communication technology extend beyond providing an enjoyable 
user experience. This aligns with boy’s argument that “the ideas and concerns of all people need to 
be a part of the design phase and the auditing of systems, even if this slows down the process” [5]. 
If values are to be a core design feature, they should be employed not only towards the product 
itself, but also in the processes of building that product. 
Creating a community or organizational culture in which “all people” have an opportunity 

to contribute is no simple feat. For example, P01 asserted that participation in GitHub issues 
may be “one of the only encounters” that blind people have with this type of community, and 
bad experiences may lead to longer-term marginalization if their perspectives are not valued. 
Nurturing opportunities for “all people” necessitates special consideration toward people who may 
be marginalized by default. 
Beyond specifc ethical commitments, there are pragmatic benefts to engaging with users’ 

normative claims. Increasing decentralization in the process of developing the Decentralized Web, 
such as by better incorporating third-party users into discussions about projects’ future, could 
be vital for building better products that maintain ideological consistency through situations and 
contexts about which developers, understandably, lack frst-hand experience. One of the reasons 
that decentralized web projects have struggled in the past is that developers have failed to consider 
what users really want [34, 51]. While it may be expedient to de-prioritize value-related discussions 
and requests, this could be a waste of a rare opportunity to learn about varied user experiences 
that developers may not have considered. 

5.2 Design implications 
In this section, we ofer possible directions for making the most of value-related discussions and 
mitigating process confict during open source software development. This involves extending 
upon existing practices as well as considering new tools for discussion. 
Our results suggest that process conficts could be mitigated by improving common ground 

between project maintainers and people who post and comment upon issues. Open source commu-
nities often employ ad-hoc governance, which has been regarded as a strength and source of agility 
[9, 69]. However, this can lead to “scalar debt” where maintainers must expend more and more 
energy “putting out fres” as projects grow and scale [31]. This could result in maintainers feeling 
pressured by time-constraints as complex ethical issues are raised. Further, ad-hoc governance 
can contribute to a lack of understanding among stakeholders about each other’s roles, which is 
important because past CSCW scholarship has asserted that a lack of clearly defned roles can be 
an antecedent to confict [19]. To improve clarity about roles and contribution processes, many 
open source projects include a fle called “CONTRIBUTING” describing guidelines for contribution. 
Similarly, we propose that project maintainers could employ GitHub’s issue templates to encourage 
common ground when reporting issues that relate to project values. For example, the default 
template for feature requests asks, “Is your feature request related to a problem? Please describe,” 
“Describe the solution you’d like,” and “Describe alternatives you’ve considered.” Projects that 
seek to prioritize values could beneft by including questions about the social or ethical impacts 
of current designs as well as potential impacts of proposed changes. Additionally, maintainers 
could beneft by creating standard structures for replying to such issues. This could mitigate the 
disruptiveness of value-related debates during GitHub issues by establishing clear processes that 
illuminate developers’ ways of thinking when navigating development decisions. 

Discussions about values often involve “wicked problems” with no clear solution. Thus, although 
GitHub issues are sometimes the clearest path for users to engage with software maintainers, they 
may lack the required scope for some discussions. This is one of the reasons that open source 
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projects often use forums, mailing lists, and messaging software (IRC, Slack, Matrix, etc.), since 
these channels are suited to ongoing discussions that need not achieve closure to be regarded as 
valuable. However, one of the benefts of GitHub issues compared to those channels is they can put 
discussions in context with development work (e.g., by linking issues and code commits). This is 
one of the motivations for GitHub’s launch of a beta feature called Discussions, which is intended to 
help maintainers, contributors, and visitors have diferent and more largely scoped conversations 
than are appropriate for issues, without relying on third-party tools [32]. An exploratory analysis of 
early adopters of GitHub discussions found that they were used for a variety of purposes, including 
higher level conceptual questions about topics such as design patterns and limitations of current 
implementations [36]. Additionally, Discussions sometimes resulted in the creation of issues and 
pull-requests to tackle actionable items. The same study, however, found that users were sometimes 
confused about where to post a given question or conversation, and thus recommended defning 
guidelines for participating in discussions, which is congruent with our recommendations earlier 
in this section. 
While GitHub Discussions seem promising for encouraging bigger-picture conversations, cen-

tralizing all project discussions on a platform owned by Microsoft is generally antithetical to the 
core principles of decentralization upon which the projects studied in this paper are founded. For 
projects that prefer to use third-party discussion venues, it would be advantageous to ensure that 
users are aware of how to participate at these external sites, and to consider integration with 
GitHub so relevant discussions and code activities can be linked. This sort of linkage could be 
accomplished using software such as Brid.gy, which supports syndicating between web content 
feeds and GitHub issues [8]. 
Additionally, identifying and tagging value-related conversations could help illuminate how 

values are discussed across multiple issues. This could make it easier to identify like-minded projects 
and people, which could motivate collaboration and bonding. Further, if DWeb contributors could 
view how similar challenges are addressed across diferent projects, they could learn from each 
other’s successes and failures. This could be partially automated, such as by integrating this study’s 
linguistic analysis into a GitHub bot1 or third-party software. 

Regardless of the specifc tools used, software and other projects that attempt to align ongoing 
work with value-motivated goals will beneft from nurturing common ground among diverse 
contributors and facilitating discussions that span scales between specifc technical decisions and 
broader normative directions. 

5.3 Future research directions 
Based on our analysis, we suggest two directions for future research to build upon this work. 

5.3.1 Improved linguistic analysis. The computational model we built for detecting references to 
values is a promising early step, albeit one with several limitations. Most notably, our keyword-
based approach is unable to distinguish between multiple meanings of homonyms. Although we 
tuned our keyword selection using the method described in Section 3.1.3, more sophisticated 
models could have better performance. For example, topic modelling could be used to identify the 
contexts in which certain words are used, which could probably assist in unpacking the diference 
between, for example, references to a software “environment” and discussions about protecting 
earth’s “environment” through sustainable practices. 

Another fruitful direction could be to include measures of sentiment in future work. Past work 
has found that developers do express emotions in software issue-tracking systems, however even 
human coders have struggled to evaluate the nuance of developers’ emotions, posing a challenge 

1e.g., using https://probot.github.io 
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for automated sentiment analysis in this context [50]. Nonetheless, sufciently validated sentiment 
models could help unpack positive and negative emotional experiences on a large scale. Further, 
it may be helpful to combine sentiment analyses with measures of behaviour (such as leaving a 
project, or increasing participation) and the patterns such as the timing of messages. 

While Schwartz’s theory of basic human values provided a suitable foundation for this study, other 
theories may be better-suited to study values in diferent contexts. Even if using a “universal” theory 
of values, we recommend customizing the values dictionary to accommodate local communication 
norms. Further, large-scale analyses cannot tell the whole story, and closer forms of analysis (such 
as ethnographies) could lead to more grounded insights about specifc collaboration sites. 

These suggestions may help future work address one of this study’s limitations by disentangling 
references to values in technologies from references to values as features of collaboration processes. 
However, we advise that technological products can not be fully disentangled from the processes of 
their development. This is especially evident with much open-source software, since, for example, 
the ability to view code and interact with developers shapes user-experience. 

5.3.2 Absence and migration. Our analysis has shown that negative experiences in GitHub issues, 
such as feeling that one’s contributions were not valued or taken seriously, can motivate people to 
leave specifc projects. In some cases, this involves migration to projects that seem more like-minded, 
in others it could entail simply reducing one’s participation in open-source in general. We posit 
that, although contributor turnover causes knowledge loss for specifc projects [57], there could be 
advantages for ecosystems of related projects (such as the multitude of projects oriented around 
the Decentralized Web). Past work has tended to focus on contributor disengagement resulting 
from career changes and time pressure [48]. By contrast, we identifed cases where participants 
stopped contributing to a project they perceived to have become poorly ftted to their priorities, 
and turned their attention toward another open source project. Aligning with work about non-
use and abandonment of technology more generally [20], we suggest that future work should 
study absent and departing users. This could involve mapping contributors’ movements between 
projects, potentially identifying bridging ties [76] who disseminate knowledge and approaches 
among diferent projects in the course of their transition. 

Related to this, our analysis of comments by the Ghost user suggests that value-related discussions 
may be slightly associated with deleting one’s GitHub account. We interpret this with a number of 
caveats since it was not possible to distinguish between diferent people represented by the Ghost 
user and the overall explained variance was low. Thus, rather than drawing strong conclusions 
from this observation, we believe this identifes a thread for future research. Specifcally, although 
the anonymity aforded by the use of the “Ghost” pseudonym poses a methodological challenge, 
future work could further leverage the Ghost user to investigate when and why people withdraw 
participation from online discussions, while respecting those people’s right to privacy. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We have investigated how contributors to open source projects related to the decentralized web 
discuss values in GitHub issues over time. Our analysis included identifying patterns of discussions 
that referenced values across a large dataset, including that value-related discussions become more 
common later in development. Through interviews with issues contributors, third-party developers 
and project organization members, we examined features of task and process conficts related 
to project values. Specifcally, we described that the perceived stakes of these conficts are high 
due to their association with large normative goals. We also identifed a lack of consensus among 
participants with regard to the processes of navigating value-related issues. We then presented 
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recommendations for addressing establishing common ground to mitigate confict and supporting 
productive engagement with values by diverse stakeholders during long development cycles. 
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